The Need for Investment
The Report of the Monopolies and Mergers Commission on rail services in
London and the South East raised again many of the issues covered in the British
Rail consultative document "Towards a Commuters' Charter". The M&MC report
made many recommendations, but the key statements are: "The problem of the
interrelation of service, costs and charges cannot be tackled satisfactorily unless
the business is being conducted with a clear objective .....
It is urgently necessary that the Government should redefine the objective which the Board are to be
expected to achieve in operating the social railway in London and the South East".
It is interesting that the Commission readily accepted that, by and large,
they were not considering a conventional commercial undertaking, but a "social
service" which cannot be expected to be profitable. This is a particularly
relevant point at a time when draconian service cuts are imminent for purely
economic reasons.
it would be hard to imagine a less favourable moment than the present to
ask the Government to state the revised objectives of a loss-making public service.
However, it would be interesting to know how much public expenditure would be
necessary if the railways were allowed to fall into a state of near-ruin and all of
London's commuters took to alternative means of transport, such as the recently
established "free enterprise" coach services. Vast sums would have to be spent
on new and improved roads, extra policing costs, car parking, facilities to cope
with more accident victims and so on. Money spent on the railways would provide
much better value, particularly money invested in new and better equipmentIt is unrealistic to assume that ever-increasing sums will be poured into
British Rail's coffers without any effort on the railway's part to become more
cost-effective. This is why investment to aid productivity is essential. One of
the most significant costs in running the railway is wages, so it is inevitable that
money must be spent to enable the number of staff employed to be reduced. The
most obvious means of achieving this is by introducing one man operation of
suburban trains, but provision of rolling stock requiring less maintenance than
existing stock and increased computerisation of jobs such as production of timetables, rosters and diagrams would also be likely to produce significant savings.
This may all benefit the passengers, but railwaymen are unlikely to take
kindly to their jobs being dispensed with in the interests of greater efficiency.
The trades unions will oppose any moves to reduce their membership and, therefore,
their influence in the trades union movement.
This brings us to another recent report, that of the Low Pay Unit, which
found that many railwaymen work long hours and are not particularly well paid.
A large number only take home a decent wage by working many hours of overtime.
Fewer men, achieving more, in less time, would see a significant improvement in
their conditions and that can only be welcome. It is very unlikely that the introduction of more efficient working methods would see many, if any, compulsory
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Letters
TENTH ANNIVERSARY

Dear Sir, We have received your issue, May 1980, of the magazine "Live Rail",
acknowledged you reached your tenth anniversary that month.
In the name of the Asociacion Uruguaya Amigos del Riel and the FADARTE
"American Rail and Electric Traction Fans Federation" (established by the First
International Railfans Congress - Montevideo, 28-29 October 1979), have we the
pleasure of presenting to you friendly salutations and our best wishes in account
of so very special date.

THE PATCHAM COLLISION

Dear Sir, The official report on the Patcham collision on 19th December 1979 and
the perceptive editorial comment in October's "Live Rail" both, to my mind,
circumnavigate the main point although possibly being aware of its presence.
A great deal of attention is given to all the extenuating and other circumstances surrounding the accident, but the prime cause is not stated in as many
words. It is surely this. The accident was due to a signalling system which
permits the red aspect of a colour light signal to attain an open circuit condition
without either a fail safe device operating to prevent the signal in advance of it
from clearing or a warning being given in the nearest manned signal box.
The absence of AWS, the difficulties prevailing on the Central Division
that day, the lateness and irregular order of the trains in question and the switching
off of electric power between Brighton and Preston Park are all somewhat irrelevant.
Even allowing that the driver of the 21 40 had reduced speed insufficiently after
passing the single yellow aspect of signal CA164, the braking tests referred to in
the report indicate that no collision would have occurred had the red aspect of
signal CA6 been operative.
Personally, I feel inclined to support the reasons advanced for the delay in
extending AWS to the Southern Region and agree that if drivers receive too many
cautions the effectiveness could well be reduced. Human ingenuity in finding ways
of by-passing safety devices which give too many alarms is almost limitless, in
my experience.
Had an AWS system been in operation on this stretch of line, it would
almost certainly have stopped the 21 40 train in time to avoid a collision. Agreed.
But, is this not using a sledgehammer to crack a nut? AWS is installed primarily,
I would think, to obviate the element of driver error or inattention and to act as a
driver's aid in conditions of bad visibility, particularly in areas still controlled by
semaphore signals. It seems odd to recommend its installation to overcome a
basic defect in an existing system which any competent signal engineer should be
able to cure relatively cheaply.
It is perhaps pertinent to mention the collision at Hampton Court Junction
on 23rd February 1979. In the report on this collision, the benefits of AWS were
again emphasised, this time in connection with a driver's failure to observe a
signal. The irony here is that whilst the track was so equipped, the elderly '4Sub'
unit involved had not been fitted with the necessary on-train equipment.
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I have a high degree of confidence in BR 's safety record and am not
trying to imply any unfair criticism I appreciate the greater safety afforded by
AWS but do not regard it as the answer to all accidents. It just seems odd that
with the railway's almost total commitment to safety in matters of train movement
and signalling that such a defect should have passed unnoticed or unrectified for
well over 40 years and that a report on a serious accident resulting from that
defect should fail to insist that it must be rectified. After all, an unlit colour
light signal at night is indistinguishable from a green.

(It should, perhaps, be emphasised that if the red aspect of a modern colour light
signal fails, the signal in rear reverts to danger and the failure is indicated in the
signal box. Editor)
TRAIN TIMING DOWN THE BRIGHTON LINE

Sir, I read with interest Mr Squirrel!'s article about the Brighton line, and, while
I am not clear whether his "reply" is agreeing or disagreeing with me, perhaps I
can help by almost entirely agreeing with him! The accumulation of running data,
however "basic" and variable, all helps to pin down that elusive quantity, the
representative performance. Averaging out large numbers of runs is a weapon I
have long found of value, for example in dealing with the rumours one hears
periodically from within BR that certain locomotives have been secretly uprated;
one run usually proves nothing, but every additional one narrows the odds. With
the large number of BR runs which I have fortunate to be able to gather, I can
claim to have dented significantly most such claims that have come my way.
Unfortunately, I must now put rather a dent in Mr Squirrel I's claims of
90-95 mph maxima on two runs, for his data, in the instance he gives it for, is
just not quite basic in the right way. For one thing, the speed range involved of
perhaps 35/95/70mph from Earlswood to Three Bridges, is not well supported by
the time noted of seven minutes and the average speed of 65 mph. Acceleration
appears on a time/speed graph as a curve, which demands that the average speed
of an accelerating train between two points be significantly higher than the
"arithmetic mean" (the initial speed plus the attained speed divided by two), all
other factors being constant. The run which I published, with much the same
load, had a speed range of 35/78/70 mph only, but the time of 6 minutes 35
seconds gave an average of 69.4 mph, against an arithmetic mean speed for the
acceleration of 56.5 mph, Mr Squirrell 's arithmetic mean of 65 mph therefore
demands an average of perhaps 78 mph, and a time shorter by more than his
admitted margin for error of one minute. Alternatively, the speeds at both ends
could have been lower than 35 and 70 mph, but then we are faced with a rate of
acceleration demanding over 2,000 drawbar horsepower average across most of the
locomotive speed range. This is not within the known performance capability of
Class 73, sorryi
Keep trying, thought And in particular, do not think it is necessary to go
cross-eyed with minutiae before other recorders will believe you. But the golden
rule must be observed, which is to get the passing times right first, and only then
to start worrying about the speeds. A log taken in no more detail than Mr Squirrell's
example can still provide a basis for starting to estimate accurately not only speed
but also power output, so long as the details are taken at the points which matter;
generally on unchecked stretches of main line, the main changes of gradient.
Accurate passing times need to be to the nearest second, but any identifiable
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location (station centre, milepost, signalbox, junction) will do. In this case we
have a passing time already at the beginning of the unchecked descent, at Earls-

wood; we just need one at its foot as well - ideally at milepost 25¼, though Horley
station would not be too poor an alternative. Obviously, the margin for error will
decrease if further passing times and then specific stopwatch speed recordings are
added, but it remains the case that the proof of the stopwatch is in the average
speeds from passing times, and not the other way round. The passing times do
support my own 92 mph run, so the potential certainly is there.

Coming Events
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Bus Tours
BRIGHTON TRANSPORT STUDY TOUR:

5th JULY 1980

The Brighton Branch ran a special tour with a hired Brighton Corporation
bus, visiting interesting transport venues in Brighton.
It had been intended to use one of the Corporation's 'open top' vehicles
but due to a breakdown the previous day we were disappointed and instead had
use of No 19, a closed top PD2 of 1962. This is one of the oldest buses in the
fleet - but certainly not the slowest!
The party of 29 was picked up at Brighton station and driven to the
Brighton & Hove Engineerium at Hove, for a look round this fascinating working
steam museum. Our visit here lasted about an hour and a half and then we went
up to the Devils Dyke for a lunch stop and a look over the remains of the steep
grade railway and the aerial cableway, plus of course the standard gauge branch.
The tour then continued with a town and country drive round Brighton, Hove
and Southwick, with a photographic stop at Falmer village where the local ice
cream van did a roaring trade. Our next port of call was Volks Railway where a
special train had been booked. This comprised the former Southend cars. Our
driver, Eric Masters the Assistant Manager of the line, was most helpful and we
enjoyed an excellent trip, with shunting in and out of the half way loop between
Peter Pans and Black Rock stations which just happened to be next to the nudist
beach!

We said goodbye to Volks Railway and went on to Moulsecoomb station
where instead of having to buy platform tickets as mementos, our party was given
complimentary carrier bags. From Moulsecoomb we went on to the Springfield
Hotel, London Road, where we bade farewell to our driver, who had been most
helpful. A splendid day out concluded with a buffet and some films at the hotel.

"HOBBLING AROUND HENFIELD":

5th OCTOBER 1980

At about 0950 on a bright autumn morning, the Group's first ever
minibus trip set off with ten aboard from East Croydon to try and discover the
remains of the former line from Itchingfield Junction, just south of Christ's
Hospital on the Mid Sussex line, to Shoreham-by-Sea. The intention was to visit
the sites of the former stations on the line and also to walk along sections of the
trackbed, but in addition, and unexpectedly, part of the route was actually
covered in the minibus.
After collecting an additional passenger at Gatwick Airport station - you
try and find the A23 entrance when you are next there! - the tour really began at
Itchingfield Junction, where participants walked a mile of route to the junction
site and crossed the present line for photography. An interesting use to which
this section of line is being put was gymkhana training; a horse was seen trying
to jump a fence and finally making it at about the fifth attempt!

Then it was on to Southwater, the first station on the line. It is now in use
as a private dwelling, but the platforms are still intact and quite long enough for
an eight coach train. The former goods
yard here is now occupied by a te
exchange. At this point the party split up and a few walked along the line, which
was generally in very good condition though the track has, of course, been lifted.
There are two obstructions on this section of line, including a mysterious pipe-like
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structure which, presumably, has some agricultural use.

Following lunch, the next stop was West Grinstead station, at which a
couple of LBSCR cottages remain. The two northern stations turned out to be the
only ones on the line with their buildings still in situ.

The only sign of Partridge Green station is a few steps, and the trackbed
in the area has been obliterated by housing and industrial development.

Henfield

station has also been obliterated by a close of houses, named rather appropriately
"The Beechings". What followed was certainly one of the tour's highlights, and
some of the participants wondered if we should not have hired a Range Rover.

It proved possible to drive the minibus along the trackbed, along a remarkably
wide track, returning almost all the way to Partridge Green. At the end there was
a notice stating that the track was a public bridleway, but by then it was too late
to keep off.
So on to Steyning and Bramber, where all evidence of the line lies
below the Steyning by-pass, now under construction. Then the party went on to
Beeding cement works. The rails still remain, but the last train from Shoreham
ran in September and regular services ceased in May. However, two Ruston &
Hornsby shunters were still present, though badly in need of a repaint. Then it
was down to Shoreham, and a short visit to the Devils Dyke branch, before
returning to East Croydon.
None of this would have been possible without the excellent driving of
Bryan Rayner, Richard Whitbread and Jeremy Chaper, and the participation of
those who supported the trip.

Southern Forum
At the April meeting Dr Peter Moore spoke of "Half a Million Miles by
Train", giving a brief survey of the different types of railway journey he had made

over almost thirty years. He explained that he had kept a record of virtually
every journey, in greater or lesser detail, and went on to describe some of the
more notable examples. He began on the Southern Electric between London
and Croydon and then described runs in steam days to Canterbury and Bournemouth,
contrasting the times with present electric schedules. A move to Teesside meant
journeys on the East Coast main line, and cross-country routes with very mixed
timekeeping. Later, in the course of regular trips between Manchester and Euston
he was treated to a cab ride, which he described in detail. Finally, he showed
slides illustrating journeys on preserved lines and overseas railways.
Mr R Veness, from London Transport's Acton Works spoke in May on
London Transport rolling stock, describing developments over the last forty years,

from 1938 stock to the latest trains for the District Line. The earlier part of the
evening was devoted to the evolution of rolling stock, including reference to the
1952 tube stock that was never built and the need to provide for the Metropolitan
"Main Line" stock which would satisfy commuters who had once travelled in
Pullman Cars, but which would be compatible with the needs of a modern rapid

transit system. Later, a selection of interesting slides was shown, including
views of 'D' stock under construction at Metro-Cammell's works. The evening
closed with a discussion period, which included reference to the prospect of
unmanned trains.

In June, Alan Holmewood gave a very interesting talk on the railways of
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Ireland, including both Northern Ireland Railways and Coras lompair Eireann.

Alan gave a brief history of Irish railways and showed slides that illustrated
motive power and rolling stock, followed by a tour of virtually all lines from
Londonderry to Sligo by way of the most southerly parts of Eire. Many of the
idiosyncrasies of railway working in Ireland were shown in eluding station nameboards, in English and Erse, at closed stations, and the remarkable workings of
Limerick to Waterford trains at Limerick Junction, To conclude, slides featuring
CIE road operations and steam locomotives of the Railway Preservation Society

of Ireland were shown.
Geoff Warren gave a talk on Austrian Railways in July, illustrating this
with slides to his usual high standard. Motive power was reviewed and a tour
made of the country, the latter being greatly assisted by the Austrian railway
maps that Geoff distributed to his audience. Although most main lines are
electrified, steam and diesel motive power was featured, and narrow gauge lines
were not overlooked. A number of trams were also illustrated. It was interesting
to learn of the celebrations that mark the centenary of a railway line, even the
smallest branches. It is usual for carnivals to be held in the villages that the line
serves!
The 1980/81 season got off to an excellent start with a talk on Class 508
Stock by Messrs A Hawes and J E Vine from the Southern Region Chief Mechanical
& Electrical Engineer's Department, on 11 September.
Mr Haws started by giving some background information relevant to transport demand in London, without which, as he made clear, there would be no need
for the 508 stock (or any other public transport;). He showed slides illustrating
the demographic development of Greater London, and the comparative passenger
capacity of road and rail systems. These were basic factors behind the evolution
of suburban railway rolling stock. More precise design parameters were obtained
by examination of the existing and planned train services, and passenger travel
patterns. The type of rolling stock required is related to the length of journey made
by the average passenger, rather than the distance from starting point to destination
of the train. For example, few, if any, people go all the way from London to
Bournemouth by stopping train.
Mr Hawes then turned to the detail of design and construction of the 508
stock, illustrated by numerous slides. The vehicles were based on a steel framework with a stressed aluminium skin. The body corner pieces were aluminium
castings. Aluminium was, of course, chosen for its light weight combined with
strength. An interesting feature he revealed was that the draught screens adjacent
to the doors are an important structural element.
The BX1P6 motor bogie design was aimed at reducing wear and hence
maintenance. The suspension consists of the same air bag arrangement as was
used on the '2 PEP' and found to be highly successful.
Much of the control equipment consists of solid state electronic modules,
though care had to be taken to provide a standardised layout for the driver's desk.
Electronic wheelslip and wheelslide detectors are fitted and the control current
limit relay is replaced by a solid state device.
Mr Vine first outlined the basic requirements for rolling stock maintenance.
These are well-trained staff, a suitably equipped depot with adequate stocks of
spare parts and predetermined maintenance standards.
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In the case of 508 stock, significant new procedures had to be adopted,

but many useful hints were gleaned from the experience of staff on the Great
Northern line and on Merseyside with their class 313 and 507 units. In addition,
the Southern's largest ever training programme for maintenance staff was carried
out, in which one class 508 unit was kept for six months for training purposes only.
Results obtained fully justified the efforts, as staff morale was excellent and
service problems arising were being identified quickly.
There was a problem in deciding the frequency with which units should be
examined for mechanical and electrical defects. This arose because the 508
stock is equipped with disc brakes, not conventional blocks. Mr Vine explained
that the procedure with existing stock was that each night, travelling examiners
visited every siding where units were berthed to ensure that they were fit for service.
His principle duty was to examine brake blocks, where a quick visual check would
indicate the remaining life available in the blocks, and units due for re-blocking
could be identified and worked to a depot for attention. The practice was to give
units a detailed examination whenever they appeared for blocking, as experience
had shown this was an adequate frequency for examinations.
However, this could not be done with the 508s, as no indications of disc

brake wear could be obtained by the travelling examiner at outlying sidings.
Advice from the staff concerned with 313 and 507 stock and a survey of what
actually happened with existing Southern units indicated that an examination
frequency of 15 days would be appropriate, and this period was therefore chosen.

A second feature of existing stock which required regular maintenance was door
locks. These were checked about every thirty days as it was obviously essential
that locks worked freely to ensure that doors shut properly. Again, this was not
required with the sliding-door 508 stock, but it was decided that minor interior
bodywork repairs should be done at the same frequency.
Detailed examination of electrical equipment was to be carried out every
six months, although camshaft cases would be cleaned every three months, as
experience had shown that any build up of carbon from arcing could eventually
damage the contacts and cause short circuits.
Mr Vine drew attention to an interesting division of responsibility
relating to maintenance and cleaning of rolling stock. The former is dealt with by
the CM&EE 's department, while the Chief Operating Manager has charge of the
latter. This procedure had to be reviewed with 508 stock and it was agreed that
the removable seat covers - themselves a major break with tradition - would be
laundered by the CM&EE department. This would be done on a six-monthly basis,
but very soiled covers could be dealt with as required. This would result in a
greatly improved passenger environment compared with existing moquette, where
present cleaning methods were not entirely satisfactory.
Exterior appearance was also to be given special attention. The paintwork
was treated with nova polish and was to be washed only with water, once daily.
This would result in a greatly improved standard of external cleanliness, compared
with existing practice where acid had to be used to remove brake dust. Disc
brakes on 508 units do not generate dust, so the acid treatment is not necessary.
This method of cleaning - with water only - has the further advantage of reducing
the frequency with which repainting would be required. At present a '4Vep' unit
is sent to Eastleigh Works every 3½ years, for overhaul and repaint at a cost of
£40,000. With the improved cleaning and non-use of acid, paintwork could be
expected to last longer and it was intended to repaint 508 stock every five years.
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Furthermore, the consistently higher standard of interior and exterior appearance,
together with the existence of a through gangway, seemed to be deterring would-be
vandals.
Mr Vine concluded by describing some of the problems that had been

anticipated and those that had actually arisen in practice. He first explained that
the use of electronic control equipment had necessitated new techniques for dealing
with failures. Test equipment had been produced to determine whether a failure
was inside the "black box" or main control centre, or not. If not, the fitter could
proceed normally to rectify the fault, but if the failure was in the "black box" the
procedure was to remove the whole module and replace it. The defective module
was sent to the electronics laboratory at Eastleigh for detailed tests.
Three main problem areas had been reported from Hornsey and Liverpool.
The first was excessive commutator wear, and had not been found in 508 motors.
This was attributed to the much smoother power supply than either on Merseyside
where the smaller system was more prone to voltage drop, or in the case of the
class 313 units, where transformed supply was less smooth in any case.
Severe difficulties had been experienced on the Great Northern electrics
with the 'tightlock' couplers, such that coupling and uncoupling in service had been
banned. It was therefore decided to introduce strict procedures with the class 508
units, in the form of restricting coupling and uncoupling to specified locations with
a fitter in attendance. In particular, no coupling was to be carried out except on
straight track. The care that was being taken as a result of this ruling had
achieved excellent results.
Both the Eastern and LM Regions had reported much damage to shoegear
and this had resulted in a national shortage of spare parts. It was attributed to
engineer's materials left on the trackside on the overhead electrified sections
being struck by the shoegear of class 313 units, and on the Merseyrail system due
to poor alignment of the conductor rail Neither of these difficulties had arisen
on the Southern Region.
Mr Vine finally stated that the average failure rate of SR multiple-units
was 30,000 miles per casualty - any failure, however minor, being so defined if
train running was affected. In the case of the 508 stock the figure was only
10,000 miles per casualty, which was regarded as unsatisfactory. Some blame for
this was attributed to manufacturing defects. Two examples of this were
inadequately brazed camshaft contacts and door failures due to the wrong type of
rubber in piston seals. Wheelslip detectors had come into operation when no
slip was taking place, due to a design fault
Messrs Hawes and Vine then invited questions from the audience, and a
number of interesting points were raised and discussed. Unfortunately, all too
soon the time brought proceedings to a close and hearty thanks were extended to
both speakers by all present.
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Southern Electric Modelling

1

At the 1980 AGM I was awarded First Prize in the modelling competition
and was asked to write an article on Southern modelling, with particular reference

to electric units and my award-winning ' 4 C o r ' . My existing layout was started in
1968 and is based rather loosely on Brighton, where I spent many school holidays

staying with my grandmother and enjoying bus and train spotting. When my
father retired in 1967 and we moved into Southern territory the house had a spare

room of about 150 square feet, which I took over as a railway room. I started the
layout initially with ready-to-run locomotives, 'West Countries', ' E 2 ' , 80000
tanks and others., I began serious modelling as a result of my wish to have an
un-rebuilt Bulleid Pacific, which I constructed by fitting an Airfix body to a Wrenn
chassis. Twelve years and forty
five engines later I am still building Southe
locomotives, currently a 'Schools' and a LBSCR 'K' class goods.
My thoughts also turned to electric units, but as I had never previously
attempted coach building, I decided to start with an MTK ' 4 T C ' set. This

enabled me to formulate a building and painting system without the added complication of motorisation. At about the same time I tried to build a motor luggage
van, with the recommended Triang Hymek motor. This proved a failure on my layout, so I bought several other motor bogies for evaluation, settling on the Wrenn
class 20 (D 8000) for four-coach units and the Lima class 33 for two-coach units.
The use of these motors involves modifications during the construction of the motor
coaches, since the motors are attached to wooden supports fixed across the coach
interior, but the effectiveness, particularly of the Wrenn motor, has been well
proved in several electric units and diesel and electric locomotives.
My first proper electric multiple-unit was a Brighton '4Cig' in green livery,

an MTK kit. Having proved that a motorised four-coach unit was practicable, I
started the '4Cor', to be finished in post-war malachite green and numbered 3118,
one of the first units I had seen around 1950. After the '4Cor' I have completed a
'4Cep', 'MLV, ' 2 E P B ' , '2Hap', class 73, class 74 and, as an ironical twist

to history, a class 71 converted from the class 74 kit. Further plans include a
' 2 H a l ' , ' 2 B i l ' , ' 4 P u l ' , '5Bel' and '4Cep(R)', and, if they appear, the
Bulleid 'CC' locomotives and diesel 10201 . Fortunately, as my layout is about
170 square feet and will hold about sixty locomotives or units, I can accommodate
all this stock, but I generally operate either a BR period or pre-grouping and SR
period, as my stock is roughly divided evenly between the two periods.
I use both MTK and BSL kits, generally ignoring their construction advice
since I prefer to paint during construction and to test run the locomotive or unit
long before it is completed. First, I join the two sides to the ends and add the roof.
I use 'Evostik' for .coach construction and 'Araldite' for the locomotives and bogies.
I have pre-cut wooden blocks to ensure that the coach sides remain square whilst
the roof is fitted, the whole formation being held together with elastic bands
While this formation is drying, I fit seats as on the plan, cutting out the compartment and corridor walls, guards compartment, cage and lavatory walls at the same
time. When these have all been fixed, this part is painted. Precision paints are
used where available, but for internal colours I use Humbrol; dark blue matt for
first class seats, light brown for wood panels and a mixture of red and black for
third class seats. Curtain strips on modern main line stock are made of tissue
paper strips painted Humbrol orange with red added, fixed inside the glazing
strips.

It is important to remember that 'first class' and 'no smoking' notices

should be fixed at this stage to 3R stock, but on SR stock these are fixed outside
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the glazing strips at a later stage. Internal painting is usually satisfied by one
coat of matt paint plus a satin varnish, but for external liveries one coat of under
coat is followed by two top coats, gloss varnish, a further coat of top coat and
varnish again.
Having completed the body and inside above the solebar, the motor coach
is assembled using the Wrenn or Lima motor and dummy bogie, less sideframes.
The motor is hung from a wooden batten fixed across the coach interior and the
remainder of the coach floor is attached to the coach end by a screw. The suspension of the motor inside the coach enables it to achieve a wider swing on the sharp
curves of my layout. The floor of the trailer coaches is joined to the body by a
screw at both ends. This enables access to be gained to the inside later for repairs
to be carried out. The bogies are joined to the coach body by screws into small
wooden blocks fixed to the underside of the floor. This increases the height above
rail level, but also avoids the bogies hitting the solebar of the coaches through the
uneveness and sharpness of my track layout. Final outside coach details are added;
black hand-drawn lines for doors, brass wire for door and grab handles, fixed merely
by a coat of varnish. Coach numbers and insignia are either Methfix/Pressf ix or
Kingsprint.

Carriage underfloor gear is then fitted, again with 'Evostik', and the

whole area below the solebar, including the bogies, painted black with a dash of
silver.
This completes the manufacture and it is to be hoped the unit will run for
a long time before repairs are needed. My technique has evolved over about five
years and through some disasters. Although an average four-coach unit costs about
£40 complete, it is, I think, much more rewarding to see your own unit running on
your layout after the efforts of the previous months, rather than a ready-to-run
model. Some of the problems of steam locomotive building are avoided on
electric units, principally the gearing and paint lining. Numbering and lettering
are readily available from good model shops, as are the Precision and Humbrol
paints. Most of the Southern electric multiple-units and locomotives are available
in kit form, so scratch building is avoided. Admittedly, the MTK kits vary in
quality and require some preparation, filing and filling before construction can begin.
Reference books are obtainable. The H M R S LSWR and SR livery register
is particularly useful. The earlier articles in "Live Rail" on first generation electric
units are also useful for unit and coach numbering. For modern stock, on-site
study is best, noting details of inside fittings and livery on the drawings supplied
with the kit. Details of door handles, particularly on driver's, guard and luggage
areas should be noted, as all stock is not similar. The location of "Guard" and
"Private" transfers is also needed, all of which should be noted before painting
starts.
I hope that some of you may be encouraged to model Southern units or
locomotives and to enter a model or two in the 1981 competition, details of
which have been given in the last (October 1980) issue of "Live Rail".
MODEL APPEAL - from Richard Whitbread
"Westvale", the Group's model layout that was the subject of an earlier
article in this series, is at present showing signs of wear. In addition, I am not
able to provide suitable storage for it at present and it has been placed in the
Group's new storage accommodation. However, this does mean that no work is
being done on it at present, and it is in need of minor repairs. If any member feels
able to undertake work to make the layout again suitable for exhibition I should be
pleased to arrange this. If a good home can be found this would also be welcome.
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The Steyning Line
I lived at Steyning from 1959 to 1964 and found it to be one of the most

pleasurable places to live, both from its railway interest and as regards places
and friends around When I first went there, as stationmaster, the hourly interval
service had been in for a short while. Steyning signalbox was switched in almost
all day, the staffing there being two signalmen, two leading porter signalmen and
one clerk. Henfield also had a clerk and two porter signalmen. The other stations

with sidings each had two leading porter signalmen, plus one travelling shunter
who covered the three northernmost stations, shunting, cleaning lamps, taking
wagon numbers and so on. Bramber had no yard and so was staffed by two leading
porters. It had been the proud owner of a signalbox many years previously,
contrary to popular belief. The signalboxes at Henfield, Partridge Green, West
Grinstead and Southwater were opened as required.
Steyning had the largest buildings of the branch, with a waiting room and
ladies' and gentlemen's toilets on both sides. The down side was covered by a
cantilevered canopy whilst the up side, from south to north, housed: water crane
tank house, stationmaster's office and house, waiting room, booking hall, booking
and parcels office, ladies' room and gentlemen's toilet. A long canopy covered
the bulk of these and further down the platform the side of the goods shed provided
a natural wall. The station was lit by gas and there were water cranes on the
departure ends of both platforms. Station signs were of the Southern target type.
Bramber station was lit by electricity, the others by Tilley lamps. These
all had the British Railways "sausage" type sign boards. The down side at
Bramber was covered by a long canopy with continuous seats. All stations had
overbridges except Southwater, where no means of crossing the line was provided.
Bramber was provided with very long platforms, only half their length being tarred
and lit. This probably originated from the times when special trains ran for
excursionists to the castle. In later years the only time these long platforms
came into their own was when the annual ramblers' excursion made its visit.
Bramber, Southwater and Partridge Green stations were built to very
much the same design. There was no canopy on the side with the entrance, the
booking office taking the full length of one side of the booking hall, the other
side being divided between the ladies' room and a store, with the gentlemen's
toilet at the end of the building. Partridge Green signalbox was on the down
(Brighton-bound) side, about mid-way along the platform, whereas Southwater
signalbox was situated at the Brighton end of the down platform. West Grinstead,
which is along side the A272 road, had its buildings at road level with steps down
to both platforms, which had small shelters. The signalbox was at the Southwater
end on the down side.
When the freight yards eventually closed Steyning signalbox remained,
and opened for considerable periods throughout the day, together with Southwater
only, which was kept for "double block" working with Itchingfield Junction during
fog. The other signalboxes were dismantled. Throughout their period of operation
signalling was by means of Walker's Block, and West Grinstead was fully track-

circuited including detected hand-worked points!
The service could just operate with the block section being from Itchingfield
Junction to Old Shoreham Level Crossing. Normally, at night the branch closed
and the signalboxes were switched out. Beeding Sidings would open for short

periods twice in the morning and twice in the afternoon, but the other signalboxes
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would open and close to suit the

morning freights; 630am Three Bridges
to Brighton and 9 2 am Hove to Three

Bridges. Other openings were necessary
to cater for empties, light engines,
special detachments of, for example,

horse boxes (in which West Grinstead, at
one time, did big business). The afternoon service followed a slightly irregular
pattern, as will be shown below, and this
also affected signalbox hours, but

Steyning remained open almost all day
on weekdays.
All of the stations with sidings

did spasmodic business with the odd
truck of coal, animal feeding stuffs,
sugar beet, bricks and pipes, basic slag
and such like, all the "smalls" traffic
being delivered from Brighton. All
except Bramber dealt with parcels and
there were daily deliveries from Steyning;
alternate days from the other stations.
In the late 1950s livestock traffic,
attached to the rear of passenger trains,
showed signs of diminishing. One
occasion when it was Findon Sheep Fair
wagons, locomotives and crews were
kept at Steyning at the ready, only to
find that foot and mouth disease had
been confirmed in the area!
Another type of traffic familiar

to passengers and staff was that of the
Worthing & District Growers' Association,
comprising flowers, mushrooms and other

produce. Bramber and Partridge Green
would load a few consignments in the 7 14pm Brighton to Horsham Mondays to
Fridays, Steyning would either load into the train or attach a van, depending on

quantity, and Henfield would always attach a van to the empties from Horsham to
Brighton which formed the 7 14pm. On Sundays a van train from Angmering to
Victoria ran via Steyning for this purpose, Steyning signalbox having to be opened
Occasionally on a Summer Sunday or Bank Holiday an excursion would run
from, say, Reading to Brighton via Cranleigh and Steyning, possibly being hauled

by a 'Q' or 'Q1' class locomotive, again necessitating some intermediate boxes
to be opened to split up the section. If freight trains were diverted via Steyning at
night, only Old Shoreham and Itchingfield Junction signalboxes were opened
specially. The only time I recollect seeing a passenger train diverted during the

daytime was as a result of a derailment at Lancing when the 11 30am Brighton to
Plymouth ran via Steyning, Horsham and Arundel. This train was hauled by a
"West Country" locomotive,. Freight workings were normally a 'K' class or ' C2X '.
For obvious reasons I cannot tell you what hauled night diversions.

The only fatality on the line was in connection with two night freight
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diversions when an up Steyning line freight collided with a down Mid Sussex
freight at Itchingfield Junction, the latter being hauled by a class 33 Crompton
diesel locomotive.

At first during my stay at Steyning, passenger motive power was
provided by an 'M7' tank or a Wainwright 'H' class, or occasionally an 'E4' tank.
At first, very old three-coach sets of South Western or 'Brighton1 origin were used,
but these later gave way to Southern "home made" push-pull corridor stock of the
'600' series. Later still almost any three-coach set was used, hauled by an Ivatt
2-6-2 tank or a BR standard tank.

In June 1964 'Oxted' and 'Hampshire' DEMUs

were introduced on a regular basis, although they had operated on an isolated
Sunday earlier when termination of trains at Christs Hospital was necessary owing
to work on the A24 road bridge near Horsham.
In general the service altered little from the day the hourly service was
inaugurated. Mostly, trains departed Brighton at 30 minutes and Horsham at 19
minutes after each hour, with a few variations early in the morning and late in
the evening. Stops at Portslade and Southwick were usually limited to these
periods, although they were put in and withdrawn on several occasion . On Sundays
certain hours were missed, which in steam days meant the train had 1¾ hours layover at Horsham on certain hours. Bank Holiday services followed a similar
pattern, but with one or two more trains at salient times.
Trains were quite well patronized. Bramber and Steyning commuters went
via Hove, or Brighton, or Horsham. West Grinstead had the least number of
passengers; in fact, should a passenger require a refund it was necessary for the
station to save up to pay him out
The last train at night was 9 19pm Horsham to Brighton, and 930pm Brighton
to Horsham, but for a period a 1019pm from Horsham ran on Saturdays (not calling
at Bramber) and 1030pm from Brighton ran through to Horsham on Saturdays for a
few years, the remainder of the time terminating at Steyning. It was suggested by
the Steyning staff that the 1030pm be retimed to 1044pm from Brighton, to
connect with the 928pm Victoria to Brighton and West Worthing, which the head
office sanctioned. This also gave theatre-goers at Brighton a better chance of
catching the train.
There was a train starting from Steyning at 735am each weekday for
Brighton which was berthed overnight in steam days, a three-coach set being
detached off the empties from Horsham bringing the market van from Henfield. In
diesel days the first train from Brighton, at 630am, would be formed of two
DEMUs, and one was detached at Steyning for the 735am.
Other non-standard weekday workings were 8 0am from Brighton instead of
8 30, 11 37am instead of 11 30 (the 11 30 pathway was reserved for the Brighton to
Plymouth service) and 6 13pm and 7 14pm in place of 630 and 730. The 7 14 was
normally hauled by a tender engine, as was the 5 13am London
Steyning, which brought parcels and vans from London, and ran in place of the
7 19am from Horsham. There was an additional working on weekdays at 359pm
from Brighton to Horsham which gave an unbalanced working, hence the empties
back in the evening. The London working naturally ended with dieselisation.
Upon dieselisation, the timetable was modified slightly to allow for
quicker point to point timings, so the layovers became very short and great
economy resulted. The guard's vans on the trains became very full, especially
at times when numerous prams were carried. For a short while Crompton class 33
diesels were used, but, of course, they made a travesty of the timetable. An
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outcome of dieselisation was that with the quicker journey times intermediate
signalboxes could switch out to enable staff to be on the platform and eventually

clerks disappeared,
A familiar sight at Steyning in steam days was the locomotive taking water
at the platform end. As the Brighton-bound train was normally propelled it was
necessary for the engine to push the train beyond the platform to fill up with water.

The timetable allowed for this by making the public time two minutes earlier than
the working time, but naturally this caused confusion and passengers would often
expect drivers to set back for them. The more athletic managed to climb into the
last compartment, only to alight at Bramber to look for another seat.

There was quite a large contingent of school
children usin
in both directions, and the 359pm Brighton to Horsham was really for scholars.
A fair proportion of passengers did not originate on the branch or end their journey
on it. These, with the commuters, school
children and marketmade up the bulk of the passengers, Saturday being mainly shoppers and Sunday
being the Church and visiting-relations day.
On one occasion during my period there was a derailment at Steyning
whilst detaching the front set from the rear of a locomotive-hauled rake in the
early evening. This resulted in single line working over the up line between
Henfield and Steyning, until the cranes could be obtained.
The most memorable event during my stay at Steyning was the celebrations
for the centenary of the line. The idea came about as a result of a suggestion by
some scholars from Steyning Grammar School. They did some research and
decided that something must be done to record the event. Shortage of time prevented
anything being done on the proper date, but on the anniversary of the opening of the
northern section of the branch, 7th October 1961, special tickets were available
which were valid for a round trip on the branch that Saturday. Steyning was dressed
overall with bunting by the Engineer's Department, and the Publicity Department
from Waterloo put on a display in the waiting room. The Brighton Works Shunter,
32635, ran up and down the yard giving rides, and a special headboard was provided
which was carried by 32468 during its afternoon up and down workings, the
carriages being various Southern corridor coaches. The station-master's wife and a
local cafe owner provided refreshments and a very successful day was had by all.
It should go on record that the authorities at the Divisional Office, at Redhill,
together with Mr Bernard Holden, who was in charge of the Trains Section, all
worked hard and gave us every encouragement.
So one could continue with memories of the "Linger". No one seriously
thought that it would close. Had it been electrified possibly it would still be
with us now. I wonder why no preservationists were guided in that way? A
stormy meeting with the Transport Users' Consultative Committee and BR 's
secret desire to keep it as a relief line proved a losing battle, and the line
finally closed on 6th March 1966.
THE NEED FOR INVESTMENT (Concluded from page 207)

redundancies. A significant number of railwaymen are nearing retirement and
there is a high rate of turnover of younger members of staff, particularly in the
London area.
Investment in a better, more productive railway will benefit both
passengers and railwaymen. We await a Government statement on the future of
railways in London and the South East with interest.
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

With effect from 6 October ' 6 B ' 1033 and ' 3 R ' 1205 were officially
disbanded and the following new formations took effect:

1004
1032
1206

60006
(1205)
60034
(1032)
60037
(1033)

60509
(1205)
60552
(1032)
60702
(1032)

60506
(1032)
60554
(1033)
77510
(1206)

60718
(1033)
60717
(1032)

60510
(1206)
60555
(1033)

60007
(1206)
60035
(1032)
Spare: 77509 (1205)

These formations did not, in fact, take effect on 6 October due to vehicles
60007/37,60510/54/55,60702/18 and 77510 being in Eastleigh Works. 1205

continued to run on a temporary basis, and was eventually disbanded on 3 November.
1032 ran as a five-coach unit, with 60506 in place of 60554/55, until 1205 was
disbanded, whereupon 60509 was used to bring it up to six coaches. The "new"
1206 was out-shopped by 13 November, with five compartments in 60702 downgraded to second class. Buffet cars were removed from ' 6 B ' units 1034-36 during
October, but 1037 still had its buffet car in mid-November. 1034-36 have been
classified ' 5 L ' . It will be noted that when 1032 assumes its new formation it will,
at last, be a standard ' 6 L ' . However, 1004 will be an oddity in that it is to have
a long-underframe first class carriage,
'4Vep' units 7805/82 were correctly formed in mid-September, and
7723/85 resumed their correct formations early in November. '4EPB' 5203 and
'Vep' 7736 were officially disbanded with effect from 6 October, though 5203 has
been out of service since mid-1978. 7736 was involved in a collision at Portsmouth
earlier this year and one of its driving trailers, 76364, is to replace 76526 in '4Veg'
7911. 76364 and the other vehicles from 7911 were moved to Slade Green for
repair during September.
'4Vep' 7716, which was damaged in the West Byfleet runaway collision,
has re-entered service following repair at Slade Green. 7723, which was damaged
at Bognor Regis, has also been repaired and returned to service.
At the beginning of October '4EPB' units 5149 and 5185 exchanged
trailers 15277 and 15313 prior to 5149 being despatched to Horwich for a "facelift"
with 5178 on 7 October, Trailer 15280 (ex 5152) is to replace 15044 in 'EPB'
5226. 5362 ran with motor coach 62015 (ex 5370) for a week or so in late October
while motor coach 61999 was repaired. 5370 was also out of service for repairs .
The following re-allocations took effect from 6 October: 4671 WD to SU;
5036 SU to SG; 5149/52/78 SG to SU; 5746-48/61 SG to WD. 5149/52/78 are

transferred due to the present practice of having all refurbished units allocated to
Selhurst depot. Further re-allocations were proposed for 27 October, but were postponed and will probably take effect on 1 December. These are: 5746/47 WD to SU;
6015/16/18 WD to Bl; 7050/51,7357 FR to Bl; 7731 Bl to BM; 7870 Bl to RE.

The proposed transfer of stock from East Wimbledon is due to certain peak hour
train formations being reduced. This enables further units to be allocated to cover
the refurbishing and asbestos removal programmes.
De-icing unit 013 was despatched from Norwood to Leicester for scrapping
on 19 September. The only ex '3Sub' de-icing unit remaining on the Southern is
016 at Brighton. However, this is almost certain to be condemned following
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completion of new unit 010 which worked on trial from Selhurst to Eastbourne and
back with a '4EPB' unit on 22 September, The allocation of de-icing units this
winter is: 001 BM, 002 SU, 003 EH, 004 FR, 005 AF, 006/10 Bl, 007 Gl and
008/09 WD. De-icing van ADS 70086 is at Eastleigh and the other three vans are
at Ramsgate. The future of these vans may be uncertain, for new de-icing units
011/12, presently under conversion at Selhurst, are to be allocated to Ramsgate.
Unit 013 has been assigned coach numbers ADB975896/97. Locomotives fitted
with snowploughs are: 33001/03/04/08/13/15/22/27/29/30/32/33/37/39/44/49,
33 051/54/56/58/60, 33 201/02/06/11/12.
'4Cep' units despatched to Swindon for rebuilding recently: 7108/10/13,
7150/59/65/72/84 together with buffet car 69008. Further re-numberings will be:
411520 (7130 reformed), 411521 (7135 reformed), 411522 (7132 reformed),
411523 (7150), 411524 (7113), 411525 (7108), 411595 (7159), 411596 (7165)
and 411 597 (7161). It will be noted that 411 520/21 will not be as originally
proposed and it is not possible to be absolutely certain of re-numberings and
formations until units are delivered to the Southern, By early November, deliveries
had reached 411 517 and 411 598, 'Cep/Bep' vehicles at Swindon Works on 5
October were: Motor coaches 61039/40,61316-19/32/33/43/46/47/52/53/80/82/83,
61402/03,61704-07/16/17/21/80/81,61958; Buffet car 69008; Trailer coaches
70036/40,70266/67/74/81/84/99,70309/10/17/20/24/27/41/42,70508-10/14/16,
70533/46/57-59/63/95,70665.
The condemned stock in store at Shepperton was moved to Strawberry Hill
on 19 September. There ex-TSOs ADB975863/65 were removed from the formation
and fire-damaged 'Cep' motor coach 61381 added. On 1 October the remains of the
'Cep' motor coaches 61381 and 61871 were hauled to Clapham Yard, flanked by
ex-Watford d.c. vehicles ADB975029/30 which appear to be used as match wagons.
The formation was moved on to Slade Green on 7 October and returned to Clapham
Yard three days later, presumably having received some attention. The stock was
supposed to be moved to Basingstoke on 14 October, but was noted at East Wimbledon depot that day. It is understood that the stock's ultimate destination is
Swindon Works.
Waterloo & City car 85 has received a mini-facelift. The car ends, doors
and window frames have all been painted pale grey, as have all interior painted
surfaces. New panelling without advertisement panels has been fitted and the seats
are re-upholstered with blue check moquette.
Overhaul dates for individual vehicles in refurbished units 1111, 5143 and
5225 differ significantly. Dates for vehicles in 1111 are: 60110 15 September 1979,
60660 29 May 1979 and 60810 15 February 1979. Dates for the other two units differ
by up to two months. No doubt, this is because vehicles were rebuilt or refurbished
one after another, instead of the normal overhaul practice of dealing with all coaches
in a unit simultaneously. It is confirmed that while 1111 is wired for multiple
working with electric units it has not been adapted to permit conversion to slectrodiesel operation.
Further to the note in the October "Live Rail", all '4Vep' units had blue
check upholstery when new, but units 7706/08-12/16/19 received grey upholstery
when given C1 overhauls between December 1973 and February 1974. Presumably
this was a result of material shortages due to the three day week. At that time
trailer 70875 was formed in 7706 in place of 70786, so it has grey upholstery
whereas 70786 has the standard blue check.

The following units have been repainted blue and grey: 1106,5345,5736/49/50,
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6006/09/57/87, 6103/18/25/29/36. Contrary to what was stated in the October

"Live Rail", some units are still being painted all-blue at Eastleigh.
Units fitted with AWS: B 7357/66,7404,7721/28,7904; S 5186/94,5243,
5671/73/76/80/81,5707/21/22/31/36/49/50/84,7762/65-67. It appears that all
1957 phase II stock (units 5357-70,6106-73,7013-22 and 7154-7211) and the ' 3 D '

units were built with Westinghouse AWS fitted, but isolated out of use. This was
not acknowledged on official lists until very recently. AWS was officially brought
into use on all suitably equipped South Eastern Division units on 13 October.
However, the apparatus remained isolated on a few '4EPB' units for a week or
two after that date.
Class 508 units have been having their door actuators modified by contractors
at East Wimbledon. Units have been dealt with at a rate of two per week since 23
September. With effect from 8 November, 508 units were permitted to work empty
between Basingstoke and Eastleigh Works. They are prohibited from the Down
Slow platform line at Shawford, and the Down Portsmouth Loop and Up Salisbury
Loop at Eastleigh. 20mph speed restrictions apply through the platforms at
Micheldever and Winchester and the Down Fast and Up Main platforms at Shawford.
The units have been prohibited from the Up and Down slow lines through Weybridge
and WaIton-on-Thames, and the Up and Down bay platforms at Basingstoke.
However, the units are now able to use all other platforms at Basingstoke.
New stock for services between Gatwick Airport and Victoria will comprise
rakes of second class Mk II stock worked push-pull by class 73 locomotives. A
driving trailer brake second vehicle will be provided at the opposite end of the train
from the locomotive. It is likely that there will be a separate fare structure for the
service, as on boat trains.
Locomotive 73 101 is to be named "Brighton Evening Argus" at Brighton on
3 December by the editor of that newspaper. We await our invitation to name a
locomotive "Live Rail"!
INTERESTING WORKINGS

The 1635 Winchester to Bournemouth, which is booked to be worked by a
'4Vep', can in practice be formed of virtually any type of main line stock. '2Hap'
substitutions are quite common and "4Cig' 7344 appeared on 30 September, with
7418 on 10 November. 33 102 and ' 4 T C ' 404 were used on 6 November. Single
'4Rep' units sometimes appear, such as 3003 on 16 October and 3012 on 4
November, but most remarkable was use of a 'Rep/Vep' formation, 3002/7707, on
20 October. '4Big' 7058 was seen passing Wimbledon towards Waterloo on 2
October showing headcode '92'; apparently a semi-fast train from Bournemouth.
'2Sap' units 5618/22 were required at Strawberry Hill depot on 6 October
and they were used on some suburban turns from Waterloo early in the day. 5618
was noted forming part of the 0806 to Chessington South. On the same day Slade
Green '4EPB' 5185 was also working on the South Western Division. On 29
October the 0828 Woking to Waterloo was formed '8Sub' 4623/4638.
An unusual visitor to London Bridge was stores unit 022. It was at platform
9 during the evening peak on 22 September, and was still there next morning. Due
to non-availability of a DEMU driver, the 20 13 Victoria to East Grinstead was
hauled by 33048 at least as far as East Croydon on 26 September. '3R ' 1205
made its last appearance on the Oxted line on 16 October, when it worked 0631
East Croydon to East Grinstead and 0752 to London Bridge.
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On 28 September the 0425 passenger and newspaper train from Victoria to
Dover was booked to be replaced by a bus and lorries due to engineering work. The
bus failed to appear and eventually a train was provided. This comprised '4Hap'
hauled by a class 33 locomotive! Commuters on the 0820 Rochester to Holborn
Viaduct were treated to unaccustomed luxury on 4 November when their train was
formed of two rebuilt '4Cep' units instead of the usual '8 Hap'. The 2055 Victoria
to Ashford via Maidstone East was formed 'MLV/4Cep' on 6 November.
Unusual visitors to the region have included 47360 (TE) which hauled the
0924 Manchester to Poole on 13 September and 47304 (Tl) which worked a SAGA
train from Birmingham to Bournemouth on 18 September. On 14 September 73114
hauled the 0925 Brighton to Manchester as far as Kensington Olympia and returned
to Brighton with the 07 15 from Manchester. 73 113 worked the 0920 Brighton to
Manchester as far as Reading on 22 October, and 33026 took the 0956 from Gatwick
to Birmingham New Street on 2 November. The latter working was via Ascot, as
the normal route via Latchmere Junction was blocked and a guard with route
knowledge for the booked diversion via Kew East and South Western Sidings at
Willesden was not provided. Diversions via South Western Sidings apply on
Sundays until 21 December and involve the 0715 Manchester Piccadilly to
Gatwick Airport, and 0956 and 1705 from Gatwick Airport (0956 only on 21
December).
The 0942 Poole to Manchester was formed of a ' 4 T C ' unit hauled by
47421 on 9 October, due to no heating being available on the rostered stock.
The train was terminated at Reading, as was the 0924 Manchester to Poole.
Passengers exchanged trains and 47421 hauled the '4TC' back to Poole.

On 21 September a train of nine Brett Marine aggregate wagons and two
class 33 locomotives was used to test Atlantic Road bridge on the Atlantic (South
London) line at Brixton. The train was worked from Cliffe to Battersea Yard on
the previous day, and on to Salfords on 22 September.
Saloon TDB975025 was used for an inspection trip on 15 October, being
worked by a class 33/1 locomotive from Waterloo to Woking via East Putney,
Kingston, Twickenham, Reading, Guildford, Oxshott, Surbiton and Alton.
There was a return excursion from Torrington to Waterloo on 25 October.
Portsmouth FC had an evening match against Liverpool on 28 October, and three
football specials were run to Lime Street from Portsmouth Harbour, The return
workings did not reach Portsmouth until after 0300 next day and a connecting
service, locomotive hauled, ran from Portsmouth & Southsea to Fareham at 0340.
Two of the special trains worked empty to and from Clapham Yard; the third was
based at Newton Abbot!
On 8 November 508008 was used for a railtour from Waterloo to Effingham
Junction, Wimbledon, Kingston, Clapham Junction, Basingstoke, East Putney
and Waterloo.
The last "Night Ferry" departure from Victoria was at 2125 on 31 October,
the train being formed of a BR BSK, seven sleeping cars and two vans. It was
hauled by 33043, complete with headboard. A copy of the last edition of the
London "Evening News", which ceased publishing that day, was conveyed in the
locomotive cab. Press and television reporters were present for the departure
and the train exploded six detonators as it left the station. Next morning the last
service from Paris and Bruxelles arrived at Victoria without ceremony about 0735.
There were five sleeping cars and the train was hauled by 73 142 "Broadlands",
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without the headboard. The continental stock was worked back to France overnight
on 1/2 November, running in the "Night Ferry" timings on the Southern, By 4
November the customs barriers at Victoria had been removed, and the illuminated
sign at platforms 1 and 2 had gone by 6 November, removing all trace of a
remarkable service.
On 4 and 5 October the line was closed for engineering work between
Chislehurst Junction and Orpington. Local services from Charing Cross terminated
at Chislehurst and other trains were diverted via Bat & Ball. A shuttle service
worked between Orpington and Sevenoaks, and buses ran between Orpington and
Chislehurst and Bickley.
Due to track remodelling, the line between St Denys and Southampton
was blocked on 11,12,18 and 19 October. Fast Bournemouth line trains were
diverted via Romsey and semi-fast and stopping services were replaced by buses
between Eastleigh and Southampton. Local services to and from Portsmouth were
replaced by buses between St Denys and Southampton, but trains between Portsmouth and Bristol were diverted via Botley. Most trains from Bristol ran via
Andover and Basingstoke; those to Bristol ran via Romsey. Inter-regional trains
via Reading terminated at and started from Basingstoke. Down Channel Islands
boat trains ran to Salisbury for a bus connection. Up boat trains were diverted via
Castle Cary, Newbury and Ascot. Due to diversion via Eastleigh it was not
possible for the 0920 Brighton to Exeter trains on 11 and 18 October to reach
Exeter in time for the return working at 1358. Stock workings were adjusted with
the result that the 0920 was formed of Western Region stock and hauled by a class
50 locomotive on both days. The train worked empty to Brighton from Clapham Yard.
Locomotives used were 50001 "Dreadnought" on 11 October and 50011 "Centurion"
on 18 October. This is believed to have been the first time that 50s have been seen
at Brighton.
On 26 October and 2 November certain fast Bournemouth and Weymouth
trains were diverted via Havant due to work between Micheldever and Winchester.
Also on 26 October there was no District Line service between Earls Court and
East Putney until early evening. A shuttle service was operated between Wimbledon
and East Putney, and early in the morning 508016 was being used. This would
appear to have been the first 508 passenger working on the East Putney line.
During the middle three weekends in October main line trains were
diverted via Maidstone East due to engineering work between Paddock Wood and
Ashford. Mid Kent line trains were diverted to Beckenham Junction on 26 October
as a result of work south of New Beckenham. Many weekends have seen services
to Hastings via Battle curtailed and on 2 November " 3 D ' 1306 was in use between
Charing Cross and Tunbridge Wells Central.
Re-signalling work in the London area continued to disrupt Central Division
services during September, with fast Brighton and Oxted line trains running to and
from London Bridge at weekends. On 5 and 19 October the line between Balham
and West Norwood was blocked, and trains between Victoria and West Croydon via
Crystal Palace were diverted via Selhurst, running non-stop between Balham and
West Croydon. The down lines were blocked between London Bridge and Norwood
Junction on 12 and 19 October, and all down trains were diverted via Peckham Rye.
Up trains ran on the fast line and an hourly shuttle between London Bridge and
Crystal Palace operated over the Up Slow line, under single line working, in order
to provide a local service.
Track remodelling at Haywards Heath resulted in closure of the line
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between Balcombe and Wivelsfield from early Saturday morning until Sunday
evening every weekend from 25 and 26 October, Generally, stopping services
terminated either side of the blockage, with buses provided intermediately.
Trains between Victoria and Ore were replaced by buses between Three Bridges
and Lewes. Through trains to the coast were run via Littlehampton, there being
two services each way hourly. One ran between Victoria and Hove via Dorking
calling at Clapham Junction, Littlehampton and principal stations to Hove; the
other ran between Victoria and Brighton calling at East Croydon, Gatwick Airport,
Littlehampton and Worthing.
On 7 December trains between Charing Cross and Hastings will be diverted
via Redhill and, instead of running non-stop between Waterloo and Tonbridge as is
usual when this happens, will call additionally at London Bridge, East Croydon,
Purley and all stations to Redhill I
Water cannon trains ran from about 27 October. As in previous years,
modified de-icing units were hauled by diesel locomotives. 001 worked from
Guildford to Ascot, Aldershot, Surbiton and Haslemere; 002 worked from Selhurst
to the Oxted line; 004 worked from Chart Leacort to Redhill and 005 worked from
Wimbledon Park to South Western Division suburban lines. 005 spread a substance
called "Sandite" in the vicinity of stations. This is a mixture of sand and adhesive.
In the early hours of 29 September the London Transport gauging train
operated between Putney Bridge and Wimbledon.
'4PEP' unit 4002 (still not renumbered 057) was returned from Derby to
Strawberry Hill on 12 September. Until 2 October it was used for BP25 bogie
tests, running from Strawberry Hill to Basingstoke and Alton as required. From
20 October into November 508002 worked brake test trips from Strawberry Hill.
These were mainly to and from Kingston and Shepperton, but on 4 and 5 November
runs were made to Effingham Junction and Chessington South. These required the
11 06 and 1406 trains from Waterloo to Chessington South to shunt south of the
station after passengers had detrained, in order to vacate the platform.
INCIDENTS

9 Sep: A lorry hit a bridge at Tulse Hill, and there were fires on the line between
Ash Vale and Aldershot and under the viaduct near Deptford.
14 Sep: ' 3 D ' 1319 derailed at Eridge while working empty.
15 Sep: Trains were delayed while a bull was removed from the line at Arundel.
16 Sep: A bullock strayed onto the line at Robertsbridge and there was an
attempted suicide at Portslade.
17 Sep: The locomotive of a Freightliner train caught fire near Micheldever.
47448 failed between Keymer Junction and Haywards Heath while working the 1520
Brighton to Manchester. The train was assisted to Haywards Heath by the 1422 Ore
to Victoria, but there were difficulties in coupling the two trains. 73 128 worked
the Manchester train forward from Haywards Heath. Following trains were delayed
by up to an hour and services were badly disrupted until early evening.
21 Sep: The 0750 Windsor to Waterloo terminated at Hounslow due to a fault on
'4EPB' 5116. Passengers were picked up by the 0743 from Reading which made
a special stop at Hounslow.
25 Sep: There was a bomb alert at Charing Cross.
30 Sep: A track circuit and points failure at Coulsdon North badly disrupted
morning peak services, 50030 "Repulse" failed between Andover and Basingstoke
while hauling the 1820 from Exeter.
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2 Oct: Early morning services were delayed due to an engineer's possession not
finishing on time between Dover and Shepherds Well.
3 Oct: Evening peak trains were held up by a cow on the line near Egham.
4 Oct: An empty working to Eastleigh, 'Cep/Vep' 7209/7830, failed at Fleet and
was assisted to Basingstoke by the 1612 Waterloo to Basingstoke.
5 Oct: The 2252 (previous day) Waterloo to Weymouth hit a deer between Wool and
Moreton Engineering work in the Southampton area failed to finish on time.
6Oct: The 0816 Kingston Loop train, worked by '2EPB' units 5750/81, failed at
Norbiton due to a fault on newly-outshopped 5750. High winds later in the day blew
objects onto the line or caused other damage at Ascot, Clandon, Swanwick, Bentley,
Caterham, Horsham and Eastbourne. There was a fire on a bridge at Byfleet.
7 Oct: Storms continued, causing damage and delays to trains at Milford, Preston
Park, Riddlesdown and Coulsdon.
9 Oct: A body was found on the line in Crystal Palace tunnel. A train, probably the
1830 Waterloo to Weymouth, hit a concrete post on the line west of Basingstoke.
10 Oct: A broken rail was discovered in the up line in Penge tunnel early in the
morning. Trains were diverted via the Mid Kent line and Nunhead. A track circuit
failure between Vauxhall and Queenstown Road and a broken insulator near Berrylands disrupted evening peak services. The 1913 Victoria to Beckenham Junction
was diverted onto the Atlantic (South London) line at Battersea Park by mistake
and it had to reverse back to Battersea Pier Junction. The Portsmouth - Ryde ferry
service was reduced to one-vessel operation, using "Southsea" only, due to
"Brading" being taken out of service for about a week due to engine trouble.
13 Oct: There was an electrical supply fault between Newington and Rainham. Due
to the late arrival of a previous service, the 1616 Kingston Loop service left Waterloo late and ran non-stop to Kingston via New Malden.
16 Oct: Heavy rain caused flooding at a number of places. The line between
Wimbledon and Mitcham Junction had to be closed and a bus service substituted.
18 Oct: Wire on the line caused short circuits between Margate and Ramsgate.
19 Oct: In the evening a car hit the parapet of a bridge over the line north of
Winchester and over quarter of a ton of masonry fell onto the track. This was hit
by a train from Portsmouth to Reading, but without serious results.
24 Oct: '4 Vep' 7836 derailed at Wimbledon Park sidings, and the 15 10 Reading to
Gatwick Airport failed at Ash. The 1640 Victoria to Ore, formed 'Cig/Big/Cig',
failed at Clapham Junction and the stock was not moved to Streatham Hill until
1800. All down trains had to use the slow line meantime and considerable
congestion and delay resulted. Stock became displaced and only a single '2 Hap'
unit could be found to form the 1900 Victoria to Bognor Regis.
26 Oct: A woman was hit and killed by the 21 11 Shanklin to Ryde Pier Head, unit
041, at Smallbrook Junction., A ballast wagon derailed at Crowthome during the
course of engineering work.
27 Oct: An elderly Lady was killed when she fell under a train at Chatham station in
the morning. Due to the previous day's derailment, single line working operated
between Blackwater and Wokingham, and the service between Reading and Gatwick
Airport was suspended until 1600. However, several later services had to be
cancelled because rolling stock and crews being displaced. The Selhurst water
cannon train did not operate due to faults on unit 002. In consequence, numerous
Oxted line trains were in difficulties, slipping on wet leaves. ' 3 H ' 1101 had
similar problems while working the 1459 from Portsmouth to Reading. It slipped
to a stand north of Winchester due to leaves on the rails. Eventually, it had to
return to Winchester and be put in a siding to avoid further delay to following trains.
Earlier in the day services had been disrupted following the discovery of a broken
rail between St Denys and Swaythling, Overnight engineering work at Haywards
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Heath was not completed on time and the Up Slow line through the station was
out of use all day. Various modifications to the timetable had to be made as a
result. The 1708 Victoria to Dorking, formed '8Sub' 4701/4298, failed at
Carshalton after slipping on leaves. A following train assisted it to Sutton
where it arrived over ninety minutes Iate Other trains were badly delayed A
drunk male passenger alighted from the wrong side of the 1759 from London Bridge
at Tadworth. To round off "one of those days" two empty trains collided in Preston
Park sidings, 'Cig/Big/Cig' 7393/7035/7379 ran into a siding already occupied by
'Cig/Bep/Cjg' 7323/7005/7400; 7393 hit the rear of 7400 and 7323 was propelled
through the stop blocks. Brighton breakdown train, with crane, attended and
re-railing was completed shortly before 0800 next day.
28 Oct: The Up Slow line remained out of use at Haywards Heath. Many trains
were in difficulties slipping on wet leaves at Borough Green, Otford, Sevenoaks,
Orpington, Ravensbourne, Epsom, Sutton, St Helier, Chipstead, Gomshall,
Bracknell, Ascot, Hounslow, Barnes and on the Oxted line. Wet leaves continued
to cause trouble on the Oxted line on the following two days.
30 Oct: '3T' 1402 failed at Netley while working the 0910 Westbury to Portsmouth.
31 Oct: New signalling between Betchworth and Shalford, commissioned the
previous day, failed to work. As the old signals had been removed it was
necessary to resort to hand signalling until the new signals could be made to work.
1 Nov: The 1835 Waterloo to Reading, formed '4Vep' 7850, hit a piece of concrete
on the line between Twickenham and Whitton. The train was hauled back to Twickenham by a locomotive and taken out of service. The 21 40 Victoria to Ramsgate and
Dover was delayed at Bromley South while police interviewed two passengers who
had, apparently, pulled the communication cord west of the station.
2 Nov: A body was found on the line about a mile west of Teynham.
3 Nov: There was a derailment at Dorking in the morning. The 21 27 Victoria to
West Croydon failed at Streatham Hill.
4 Nov: The Windsor branch service was suspended during the morning after a
suspected bomb was found between Staines and Wraysbury.
5 Nov: Due to a train failure in the Gravesend area during the morning peak, at
least one North Kent line train was diverted via Sole Street and Chislehurst.
Freezing rain replaced wet leaves as a problem. Trains slipped on ice on the Oxted
line and in the Merstham area, and freight trains were in difficulties at Wandsworth
Common. An oil train from Ripple Lane to Norwood took forty minutes between
Clapham Junction and Balham. During the morning a light locomotive ran on the
Oxted line spreading sand after it was confirmed that a trip by the water cannon
train would make things worse The 0952 Horsham to Victoria slipped badly on
Ockley bank and '2 Sap' 5629 had to be detached at Dorking with a hot axle
journal. Shunting locomotive 08837 failed at Southerham Junction while running
light from Newhaven to Brighton. It was assisted to Lewes by the 1452 from
Seaford. A defect on '4Vep' 7731, the rear unit of the 1519 Three Bridges to
London Bridge, caused a short circuit on the Up Slow line between Salfords and
Earlswood, and traction current was isolated,. Following trains were badly delayed.
Passengers stranded at Earlswood were conveyed to Redhill on the 1607 from
Gatwick Airport to Reading which made a special stop. Due to trains arriving in
London late, many down evening peak services ware delayed.
6 Nov: There was a fatality in the evening at Egham.
7 Nov: 73 142 "Broadlands" failed between Redhill and Tonbridge with the 0534
Redhill to Margate van train. It was assisted to Tonbridge by 73 101.
9 Nov: Engineering work on the Shepperton branch over-ran its time due to a
tool van derailing at Upper Halliford.
12 Nov: A vagrant was struck and killed by an early morning train in Southampton
Tunnel.
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TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

The South Western Division continued operating the Summer Saturday
service until 20 September. Most 'dated' trains to and from Waterloo that were
scheduled to cease running earlier were operated as additional relief services.

Due to re-signalling work and track remodelling on the Brighton line, some
temporary timetable alterations were introduced at the end of October. The line
is closed at Haywards Heath on week
nights (Monday/Tuesday to Thursda
The 23 18 Victoria to Brighton and 2352 Victoria to Ore terminate at Three Bridges
and restart at Burgess Hill, passengers being conveyed thence by bus. Trains
diverted via Barnham are 00 18, 02 18 and 0418 Victoria to Brighton and 02 50 and
0450 Brighton to Victoria. Newspaper trains from Victoria, at 0323 to Brighton
and 0326 to Worthing, also run via Barnham. The 0330 passenger and newspaper
train from Victoria to Bexhill is diverted to Uckfield, where there is a bus connection.
At Three Bridges it is not possible for trains to cross between the Fast and
Slow lines at present and there are various minor re-timings in consequence of
connections at Gatwick Airport or Earlswood being used instead. The 1628 Victoria
to Bognor Regis is diverted from the Quarry line to run via Redhill, though it does
not stop there. On Monday mornings, when it is not diverted to Uckfield, the
0330 Bexhill newspaper train detaches a portion at Gatwick Airport. This is
worked forward as a special class 1 train to Three Bridges, motive power being a
diesel shunting locomotive that is supposed to show headcode '44'
From 6 October the 0849 Chessington South to Wimbledon is extended to
Waterloo. The 1822 SX Waterloo to Portsmouth & Southsea calls additionally at
Worplesdon, and the 1837 SX Waterloo to Guildford is extended to Godalming,
Witley and Haslemere, but no longer calls at Woking or Worplesdon. There is an
additional train at 1632 SX from East Croydon to Victoria calling at all stations
except Wandsworth Common and Battersea Park.
The stopping service between Victoria and East Croydon is withdrawn on
Sundays from 12 October. In consequence other services make additional stops.
Stopping trains from Bognor Regis to Victoria call additionally at Clapham Junction;
Portsmouth and Horsham to Victoria and Victoria to Bognor Regis stopping trains
call at Balham; and Sutton to Victoria trains call at Balham and Wandsworth
Common. East Grinstead and stopping Brighton trains are diverted from Victoria
to London Bridge. These alterations do not affect all early morning and late
evening trains.
A new headcode, introduced on 6 October, is:
2

London Bridge - Denmark Hill - Stewarts Lane (empty coaching stock)

Due to work at Dorking between 2 and 24 November, the timetable was
modified slightly, mainly affecting empty stock workings and platform arrangements. The 1702 Waterloo to Dorking and 1805 return did not run south of Epsom
and the 1650 Victoria to Bognor Regis made an additional stop at Epsom. The 1642
Waterloo to Horsham was retimed to follow the 1650 from Victoria.
In common with other British Rail regions (except Scottish) the Southern
will be running no trains on Christmas Day or Boxing Day.
From 1 January the 0836 Victoria to Brighton will cease to convey a portion
for Newhaven Harbour and, instead, there will be a special boat train at 0750 from
Victoria (South Eastern Division). This will cross to the Central Division lines
via 219 points outside the station. The 0908 Victoria to Brighton will not convey a
Newhaven portion from 22 March to 4 April 1981.
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The 1981/82 timetable will commence on 1 June, to bring British Rail into
line with other European railways. There are likely to be service cuts as an
economy measure, resulting in withdrawal of many '4Sub' units. Details are not
yet known but, on the South Eastern Division at least, it is likely that cuts will be
concentrated during off
peak hours, especially during the evening and at weekends.
Many less important stations may close about 1900.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Shepherds Well: New colour light signals have been brought into use on the up line.

Semaphores remain on the down line.
Chatham: The Travellers Fare bookstall in the booking hall was closed in late
October, and it is understood to be being reconstructed as a new booking office.
Farningham Road: Traffic to the GKN Steelstock private sidings would appear to
ceased in September. No wagons have been seen in the sidings since and the

rails have become rustier.
Otford: A new steel and concrete footbridge was completed in October.

Chelsfield: A new station building has been constructed.
Woolwich Arsenal: The new building on the up platform is a buffet, which
opened recently.
Bromley South: The Down Siding was abolished on 2 November. There is a
further new building, for unknown purposes at the country end of platforms 1 and 2,
in addition to the new buffet which is at the town end of the platforms. The buffet
on platforms 3 and 4 has been open for several years, not as implied in the
October "Live Rail".
Central London: British Rail are proposing to build a deep-level, main line tunnel
under the centre of London from Battersea to Camden Goods Yard. The main
Channel Tunnel terminal would be at Camden, and there would be intermediate
stations at Victoria and Euston. In addition to Channel Tunnel trains, many of
which would run direct to the North of England and Scotland, the tunnel would be
used by Southern suburban services. These would run to Euston, and possibly be
projected on over the London Midland Region's d.c. suburban lines. The tunnel
would be sufficiently deep to pass below London Transport's tube lines, and would
cost £360 millions. It is envisaged that it would be paid for by EEC grants and
private investment; government aid would not be required.
Victoria: From 3 November barriers have been erected during the evening peak
across the circulation area immediately inside the entrances to platforms 9 to 14.
This enables access to individual platforms to be closed just before trains depart,

preventing people from attempting to join trains about to set off.
Denmark Hill: The Camberwell Society are pressing British Rail to restore the
gutted Denmark Hill station building to its former condition, instead of providing

a new building. BR says that it can only do this if financial aid is forthcoming,
and has drawn attention to the help given by a local amenity society towards the
restoration of Edge Hill station, Liverpool. However, a spokeswoman for the
Camberwell Society admitted, "We don't have the funds to do anything".
Gipsy Hill: The platform buildings and canopies are being demolished.
Streatham Junction: The Up and Down Through Spur lines between the main
Brighton line and the line to Mitcham Junction were taken out of use in mid-

September and the few trains to use them were diverted via the Local Spur line.
The Through Spur was singled, a trailing crossover laid in at Streatham South
Junction and a facing crossover put in the Fast line at Streatham North Junction.
This arrangement, with revised signalling, was brought into use on 27 October.
The connection is now known as the Reversible Fast Spur.
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Coulsdon North: Objections to the proposed closure of the station have been lodged,
and the matter will be considered by the Transport Users' Consultative Committee.
It is understood that following closure, the site of the station and sidings will be
sold for housing development.
Gomshall: Gomshall and Gomshall Lane level crossing signalboxes were abolished
on 5 November and track circuit block working introduced between Betchworth and
Shalford. New colour light signals have been installed in the area.
Eridge: It is understood that the branch to Eridge is included in the Hastings via
Battle electrification scheme. This is a remarkably remote spot for electric trains
to terminate, unless it is expected that the conductor rail will be extended to
Uckfield soon after.
Brighton: Brighton Full Loads Depot closed with effect from 13 October. No
alternative collection and delivery service, cranage or handling facilities by
British Rail staff have been provided, but "collect by public' facilities are
available at Hove, Sackville Road.
Beeding: Cement traffic has ceased and possibly the last train from Beeding ran
on 22 September when internal user van 083366 was worked to Brighton, en route
to Norwood Yard.
Worthing: The Up Siding has been abolished.
Clapham Junction: Clapham Junction 'C' signalbox was abolished on 2 November
and control of crossovers and associated signals on the Wandsworth Town side of
the station was transferred to Clapham Junction 'A' box. A new ground frame was
provided to control the points leading from Kensington Sidings to the Arrival Road.
South Western Power Supply: Durnsford Road track parallelling hut is being
extended and new track parallelling huts are being built between Walton-on-Thames
and Weybridge and between Woking and Brookwood.
Parcels Facilities: Parcels traffic ceased at Brentford, Esher, Hook and Rowlands
Castle with effect from 7 September.
Alton: Alton signalbox was abolished on 28 September and control of the area
transferred to Farnham box. A new track layout was introduced and AWS brought
into use between Bentley and Alton. Trains now use platforms 1 and 2, mainly the
former. Outside the station the Down line joins the Up line and immediately west
of the connection the two platform lines diverge. The Mid-Hants Railway may be
extended into Alton station, utilising the now-disused platform 3.
Southampton: The track layout at the east end of the station is being remodelled
at present and new signals have been erected, though not brought into use yet,
between Southampton and St Denys. The speed restriction round the curve at
Northam has been raised from 15mph to 25mph as a result of realignment. The
new down side booking office at Southampton station is now in use.
Salisbury: The canopies at platforms 1 and 2 have had to be cut back in order to
give adequate clearance for Mklll coaching stock.
Listed Buildings: The down side buildings at Rye and South Western House, Canute
Road, Southampton have been added to the Department of the Environment's list of
buildings of architectural or historic interest.
A W S : AWS inductors have been brought into use between Pluckley and Dover
Western Docks and on the Folkestone Harbour branch. AWS equipment is being
installed between Dartford and Margate.
Station Signs: Adisham, Caterham and Woolwich Dockyard have been fully
resigned, and the last green signs have been removed from Eridge and Windsor &
Eton Riverside. In consequence, only six BR stations retain green totem name
signs: Abbey Wood, Coulsdon North, Polegate, Stone Crossing Halt, Swanscombe
and Tunbridge Wells West. The totems at Tunbridge Wells West are wooden and
have non-standard lettering due to the length of the name. The green signs at
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Coulsdon North are unlikely to be replaced, due to closure proposals, and those
at Polegate may survive a while as it is possible the station will be re-sited.
Further extended station names are:Abbey Wood for Thamesmead
Elephant & Castle Alight here for Shopping Centre
Forest Hill Alight here for Horniman Museum
Maidstone Barracks For Maidstone East station the Barracks & Sessions
West Dulwich for Dulwich College Picture Gallery
house
The new signs at Hoo Junction read "Hoo Jn Staff Halt".
LATE NEWS

Refurbished '4EPB' units are to be renumbered, but not with BR standard
six-figure numbers. 5263 = 5401, 5225 = 5402 and 5143 = 5403.
Service cuts will be introduced on the Southern in two stages, in January
and June 1981. Proposals include the following: Charing Cross/Hastings and
Victoria/Chatham/Dover/Ramsgate services to be hourly; South Eastern Division
suburban services to be half hourly; Bromley North and Addiscombe branches to
close on Sundays, and local services to Sevenoaks also to be withdrawn on
Sundays. Brighton line services will be reduced, with fast trains between Victoria
and Brighton withdrawn during the middle of the day and on winter Sundays.
Numerous stations will close in the evening and at weekends. Other services
likely to be cut are: Sheerness branch, Maidstone East/Strood, Eridge/Tonbridge,
Hurst Green/Uckfield, Brighton/Eastbourne, Brighton/Littlehampton, Holborn
Viaduct/WestCroydon and the 'roundabout' service from London Bridge via
Wimbledon, Sutton and Mitcham Junction.
CORRIGENDA
LR 57 p195

The 'Sub' vehicles were moved to Horwich on 12 September

p196

10325 was moved from Micheldever to Hoo Junction on 27 March 1980
'3D ' 1309 has not been painted blue and grey

p202

The speed restriction through Wokingham has applied for several years
Station name should be: New Milton for Milford-on-Sea and Barton
on-Sea
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The Coulsdon area will be significantly changed within the next few years, as

the railways are drastically remodelled. Here we have scenes that will be no
more.

Photographs by Bryan Rayner,

Front: ' 4 V e p ' 7802 leads a Reigate to London Bridge train, approaching
Coulsdon North. The Quarry Line is to the right.

Rear Upper: All-blue

' 4 V e p ' 7755 passes Holmethorpe box, south of

Merstham with a London Bridge to Brighton stopping service.

The signalbox

and semaphore signals are to be abolished as part of the Brighton line
re-signalling scheme.
Rear Lower: '4Cep' 7105 passes the disused down through platform at Coulsdon
North, en route from Victoria to Gatwick Airport

